Vascular Concepts Limited

https://www.indiamart.com/vascularconcepts/

Manufacturer of bare metal prolinsk SV, drug eluting pronova etc.
About Us

Vascular Concepts is the principal operating company of the Vascular Concepts Group, which is engaged in the design, development and manufacture of Endovascular medical devices that address the treatment of arterial diseases. Arterial diseases include Coronary Artery Diseases (CAD) and Peripheral vascular diseases (relating to arteries that are located outside the heart). Vascular Concepts has pioneered the development, manufacturing and marketing of endovascular devices that aid the practice of less invasive therapy. With doctors worldwide adopting our unique and effective products, we are rapidly becoming a global leader in providing smart technology for the cardiovascular world. With 28 U.S. patents, The Group develops state-of-the-art products based on their own technology.

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/vascularconcepts/aboutus.html
## Factsheet

| Nature of Business | Manufacturer |
CONTACT US

Vascular Concepts Limited
Contact Person: Manager

NO 19, S.V. COMPLEX, BELLARY ROAD, Bellary Road, Hebbal
Bengaluru - 560024, Karnataka, India
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